Lynam, Roberts, Lindfors are new class presidents

Junior-Senior Prom May 22, Roosevelt Hotel, big scene

Carroll Wax's band to fill air of Blossom Room; Tuxes, low-cut gowns, and flowers in order

Rubenstein wins McKinney prize contest

First prize of $75 went to Irv Rubenstein in the 1952 McKinney prize contest, which culminated last Friday morning in an ability to students at the end of the school year. Swaroop Banerjee, Henry, and Dick, each received awards of $10.

Panel of experts

The theme: "Emotional Needs of Your Woman's Year." The contestant selected must read all the assigned books and present a full description of the duties in-...

Rosen, Bhanj Deo and Mike Lourie each received awards of $10. These substitutes can be used to...
Merchant of Death

In line with its expressed purpose of printing all the news that's fit to print and as much of the rest as it can get away with, this newspaper finds it necessary to make a shocking disclosure. We have accused us a man for more probably a demon, if not The Arch Fiend himself, who for the sake of a few paltry million, is willing to cause the sudden and unthinking hydration of all of us.

This Merchant of Death has been seen going from house to house carrying his deadly wares in a huge box, and selling to all consumers. Not satisfied with the increase in warfare that a plentiful supply of munitions naturally promotes, it is rumored that he is stirring up old feuds to increase the uses for which his inhuman product might be placed before a wall and drowned by a barrage of his own weapons! Only in this manner can we return the balloon been given the straight clue that's fit to print and as much of the rest as

---

Christine among the Elizabethans

—"He saw more wounds than one, and bled."
The Prompter Pilgrim—Christopher Marlowe

Technicians

Don Roberts, having once been given the straight clue about the birds, bees, and flowers, has decided to do some private research. In two small boxes outside his window, he carefully cultivates various specimens from the vegetable kingdom. When asked about the sudden interest in botany, Roberts muttered, "These early stages are a bit of a grind, but that crazy post-graduate work."

Ricketts were up on their Pieds but were not caught unawares by the announcement of Don Emerson's betrothal. A man who spends his spare time climbing around in caves, can't expect to keep his comrades guessing as to what's on his mind.

like

There were few students who did not realize that the dramatic activity on campus last week was due only to this necessary preliminary to the cast party which followed. A pleasant touch was added by the presence of an English biologist with bowler, beard, and maternity dress who kept up an incessant conversation with a (we hope) imaginary fetus inside. Sort of a new twist on the Berger-McCarthy set up. The strain of getting scenes to have been heavy on Bob Ryle, who had to be carried home by three strong men at the end of the evening.

Trojans

Ricketts men have devised a unique method of introducing peace into the world. They are achieving this end by keeping their minds so busy as to hit on a new big idea: turning their new catapult, that the other houses have no time for aggressive thoughts of any sort. If the Ricketts is too busy firing balloons to have time for aggression. The old problem of "Who guards the guardian?" is finally solved.

Up in the Air

Tom Stockeland, alias Jack Armstrong, the All-American Pilot, suffered a slight change in plans when he landed in a moist dry like in an airplane containing himself, Bryant and their dates. No one was hurt except the pilots and oil the effects seemed to be good ones since they weren't able to get their dates back until the next day.

Junior Birdman

Is it true that Don Tiger Sel- (Continued from Page 4)

---

All the roads lead to Kankakee

Some routes, naturally, are longer than others. But if there is less hours on them, they might get you to Kankakee faster.

The same holds true of your Long Distance calls. When circuits are temporarily busy on the most direct route for your call, a new electronic brain in the telephone office automatically selects alternate routes. They may be hundreds of miles longer, but the detour saves you time.

And the entire operation of selection and rerouting is done in a split second!

The Bell System people who perfected, maintain and operate this electronic switching system have one goal: to make the best telephone service in the world even better. Would you like to join this competent, aggressive team?

There are many opportunities in the Bell System—in engineering, business administration, accounting, and other fields. Your Placement Officer can give you the details.

Bell Telephone System
LETTERS

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

I am to be married in June, and we have been saving for a glorious week at the Santa BarbaraBillmore. About the time Sam wrote in for a list of their rates, Stocky began advertising his truck in the local Gazette: "For Hire—Love Nuns on Wheels, with all the comforts of home. Ideal for Honeymooners." Now I know you’re familiar with this bulletin apparition, it’s visible for three miles on an oncoming drive so I don’t need to remind you how the villagers would leer at us in our travels. But just to loudly dedicate eyes to Sam, he said: "But darlin’, just think. We’ve had compound low and dual rear wheels!" I swear the amorous glance in his eyes became glazed with a thin film of Triton 30. Apparently Mama hasn’t told me all, because I can’t seem to figure out where compound low sits into honeymoon bliss. Don’t misunderstand me—I still adore Sam, and I’m trying to become resigned to his plans. In fact I write this I’m slipping a glass of dotto fluid and sighing: "C’est La Force" (Literally: translation, so help you god.)

Any suggestions?

Claribel

For Benzadrine

A GUILTLOIN!

A Mr. Walter W. Lee (the name may be familiar) has recently supplied me with a copy of "MEZZANINE," in particular the column attempting to review "Entertaining Comics" new, year-old-monthly magazine, MAD. The review naturally interested and excited me, and precipitated this humble commentary:

Mr. Benzadrine!

Mr. Benzadrine, might I suggest that, if ever you again become seized by this weird malady under the spell of which you will believe yourself as a critic, you first arrange for someone to teach you to READ, and second make positive that you know what the hell you’re talking about!

Bombastic

It is obvious that you read a meager sampling of MAD’s five issues when your glasses were cracked—or you were—or many of the bland and bombastic statements you made would have been more accurate. I) "interview with the publisher, G. ‘Melvin’ Somebody-or-Other." These are YOUR words, proving you must have left your INTELLIGENT head home the morning you read no. 5. The column attempting to review satire is, "WILLIAM M. GAINES, alias MELVIN!" Perhaps the whole thing would make better sense to you, to your readers, and to those in search of TOTAL entertainment if you had skipped your eyes to the bottom of the page upon which you originally read: "MAD, June-July, etc., . . . William M. Gaines, Managing Editor, Harvey Kurtzman, Editor." This is official, legalized terminology, FACT, and means simply that not only does the MAD staff enjoy amusing life and literature in general, but only comes in general, but can also enjoy a hearty belly-laugh at ITSELF, too. If Bill Gaines didn’t write this himself, be at least good enough to it, and overlook the creation. (The portrait, I may say, is particularly good (Kostera, too)"

2) "... is the combined efforts of four great cartoonists—Edgar, Wood, Davis, and Severin—each of whom does one set of panels. . . . This is accurate SO FAR but don’t forget that "Harvey Kurtzman, Editor" squib. At E. C. that little never-read-criticism

Your nearest Camera Shop

ALVIN’S PHOTO SHOP

Everything for the Photographer

PERSONALIZED PHOTO FINISHING

914 East California

CALIFORNIA PHARMACY

THE RELAX, ALL

Prescriptions — Drops — Fountain

California, at Lake SY 3-6222
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YOUR NEAREST CAMERA SHOP

MAD

ORGANIZATION

B d’ne’. d

OPEN SUNDAYS

SIGHING “C’EST LA FORCE” (LITERALLY: trans- lation, so help you god.)

MEMBER OF THE EMPLOYEE GROUP BUYING CLUB

AND IS ENTITLED TO A 33 1/3% DISCOUNT ON ANY POWERHOUSE BATTERY INSTALLED WHEN PRESENTED WITH THIS CREDENTIAL AT

POWERHOUSE BATTERY CO.

960 E. Washington, Redlands, Calif.

California Institute of Technology

NAME OF ORGANIZATION

COOPERATIVE GROUP BUYING CLUB

CHOOSE YOUR OWN CAR

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR A CORSAGE EARLY

AT

JONKER’S FLORISTS

Second Building South of California on Lake

ONLY A FEW BLOCKS FROM TECH

SY 3-7167

HOW CAN THEY TELL SO SOON THAT COXSAIN HAD SWALLOWED HIS MESOPHAGE?

WOW! I’D RON DOWN THE RIVER WITH THEM ANYTIME!

ONLY TIME WILL TELL...

THIS YEAR WE OUGHTA WIN THE REGATTA!

MORE PEOPLE SMOKE CAMELS THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!
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**TRIPLE THREAT MAN!**

**The Brains of the Team**

Teamwork can work miracles. In a football game the man who sparks these miracles is the quarterback. He’s the man who calls the signals. There’s a man who calls the signals for an Air Force flying team, too!

They call him an Aircraft Observer.

**Do YOU have what it takes to become an Aircraft Observer?**

It isn’t easy. It’s tough. You have to be a MAN to qualify

As an Aircraft Observer. But when you are one, brother, you’re SOMEBODY! The success or failure of a mission involving over a million dollars worth of flight equipment depends on you.

**THE AIRCRAFT OBSERVER IS THE SOMEBODY WHO:**

As Bombardment Officer, is number one man on a bombing run, the man who controls the plane in the target area!

As Navigation Officer, is the pilot’s guiding hand on every flight!

As Radar Officer, is master of a new science and operator of the device that sees beyond human sight!

As Aircraft Performance Engineer Officer, is the one who “keeps the plane flying”, the man who knows his plane inside and out, who keeps it fit for the skies and sees that it stays there!

**IF YOU CAN accept a challenge like this, you’ll take your place beside the best—you’ll find your future in the clouds!**

**TO BE QUALIFIED**

you must be single, a citizen, between 19 and 26 ½ years old, have had at least 2 years of college and be in tip top physical shape. If this describes you, then YOU, too, can qualify. TODAY!

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL GET!

The world’s best training. Good food and plenty of it. Uniforms, flight clothes, equipment. Medical and dental care. Free insurance. Flight training in Uncle Sam’s greatest aircraft.

AND THEN, AFTER GRADUATION, you’ll win your silver wings, and earn more than $5000 a year as an Air Force Lieutenant. You’ll enjoy an adventurous, exciting career with a hand-picked crew of real men. You’ll BE THE BRAINS OF THE TEAM, A TRIPLE THREAT MAN... as a Bombardment Officer, as a Navigation Officer, as a Radar Officer, as an Aircraft Performance Engineer.

**The Sooner You Apply, The Sooner You Fly!**

**Get the Details** Visit your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting Office. Or write to Director of Training, Headquarters, USAF, Washington 25, D.C., Attention: Aviation Cadet Branch. If you are in a school that has an Air Force ROTC program, see your Professor of Air Science and Tactics.

New Aircraft Observer Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Two Weeks

---

**C A L I F O R N I A T E C H**

**LETTERS** (Continued from Page 2)

*MAID* No. 1, 3, 4 covers are rare samples of his own pen-brush technique, because writing, and writing well takes up so much of his time.

**CAMPUS BREWIN’S**

has negotiated for a date with Christine for the Dolney-Flaming Luau? If so, his choice for my well-meant, if slightly unenlightened column that week.

**Koodoxe**

Congratulations, felicitations, benedictions, and blessed regularity to you, Mike Said! It must be great to be along with a real, honest-to-goodness female for the first time in over a year.

**Slipping**

A large sob from Hunter Paulman, who, after too long in the company of a miss from Oxy, has lost so much polish (apparently not previously needed) that he was unable after his evening at the Formal to wangle a date for the Luau from the more cultured environs of Pomona.

**Good Try, Ham!**

An unheralded new operator has arisen in the ranks of the football team of the Southwest. Like an exploding nova in the heavens of Ay 1, one Dick Ham rose from the ranks to challenge the longstanding student house record of 11 days for sudden engagements. Unfortunately, it was sixteen days after meeting his love that he became engaged. Said downhearted Dick: “I’d have broken the record easy, but I couldn’t find the time on weekends.”

**Echos**

Last weekend went over so well in Dunsmuirland that a small-scale model was held last weekend for the Spring Formal. Mourning down from Sacramento were the women of Hyran and Rusan, and also present was non-resident member David Pecinack.

**Forgive Him! He Knoweth Not What the --- He Doeth**

But a few short days remain before ye ace of justice falleth upon ye pate of one Jonathan Merrill. Shortly after press time, said John will be bound in (choke) wedlock. The sad day was to have come in June, but after moving into his luxury home-to-be he discovered that his cooking was no better than B&G’s. Erro the early marriage. Pope Norman Ellet is shaking the mothballs out of his most elegant robe in preparation for the super deluxe two-dollar double excommunication ceremony for Merrill and Mike Michelson.

**How?**

Well, another head (1) has fallen... Pope Ellet and his efficient though physically caught up with social chairman Beuf to showing signs of succumbing to the charms of Schmipps beauty.

Blacker House is joined by the rest of Tech as the specer of a bleak social calendar again (Continued on Page 5)

---

**CAUTION!**

**STICK AND SAVE**

For reservations or courteous information on all low price airline sales call your local agent.

**CONSONLIDATED TICKET AGENCY**

16 SO. RAYMOND, PASADENA

SY 6-0288

24 HOUR PHONE SERVICE

---

**TECHNOLOGY**

**Sousami, Pasta, and Panna Cotta**

For reservations please call: 3-1390

22315 East Lebanon

5 p.m.-Closed Monday-4 p.m.
A collection of mountaineering literature is now on exhibit in the humanities library. Many books belong to the library and others have been loaned by students. In addition, there are periodicals of two of this country’s major mountaineering organizations—the Appalachian and Sierra Clubs, which give accounts of recent expeditions. We will appreciate the attention of these organizations during the summer months. There is excellent and breath-taking photography. We will appreciate the attention of these organizations during the summer months. There is excellent and breath-taking photography. We will appreciate this attention of these organizations during the summer months. There is excellent and breath-taking photography. We will appreciate this attention of these organizations during the summer months. There is excellent and breath-taking photography.
NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
(Continued from Page 5)

The categories of scholarships are given by a memorial fund of some type, while most of upperclass scholarships are given by corporations. Corporations, much to the delight of all, are expanding rapidly to the freshman scholarship category, making a larger total fund available.

Sophomore scholarships are given by a sophomore class memorial fund of some type. At present the sophomore class has the least number of scholarships available. As a matter of fact they are almost a neglected lot. An effort is being made to correct this and state of affairs by awarding the Management Club Scholarship to a sophomore next year. Formerly it went to a freshman. The Management Club is an organization of the various departments at Tech. (Personnel, Accounting, Buildings & Grounds, Bookstore, etc.) Many of the students may not even know that the profit of the bookstore goes to this fund.

Loans
Tech is not anxious to lose any of its students who are in good standing (1.9 or better), so adequate loan funds, with nominal interest, are available. A complete list of other standing scholarships at the Institute can be found on page 133-137 of the 1952-53 catalog.

Editorial
And then there were the ten doctors who tried CAMELS, but four of them went back to their wives.

Today's Union Oil "76" gasoline is superior to the 1938 variety, too.
Our free, competitive American system has stimulated great advances in petroleum research by offering an incentive for the introduction of new and better products.

So when your friends complain about the high cost of living, remind them that one hour's work today buys 80% more "76" gasoline—and better quality gasoline—at a Union Oil station than it did in 1938.

This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a discussion of how and why American business functions. We hope you'll feel free to send us any suggestions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.

UNION OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1890
Manufacturers of Royal Triton, the amazing purple motor oil
Caltech hosts at net tournament

Eric Ward, Gene Barnes Carry Hopes

The sports spotlight will focus brightly on the newly completed Tournament Park tennis courts and upon the venerable All-American courts where the annual SCIAC net tournament will be held. Friday and Saturday some fortyinethe have survived the quaking rounds last week will converge upon the host Techmen.

WARD-EIMERED Silvered Perpetual trophy will be awarded to the singles crown is Jose Cortes of Pomona, the favorite, and Jerry Ross and Bill Wilk of Redlands. On this basis, Redlands is expected to take their fifth straight title. The doubles team of Cortes and Blair is seeded first while a couple of Redlands teams are seeded second and third. The Tech stars of Eric Ward and Tom Eimer rank fourth. They should be a solid team throughout the divisionals without much trouble and will meet Ross and Gillette there.

Freshman

Caltech has a fine chance to carry off top honors in the freshman event. Gene Barnes is seeded second in the singles and the team up with Jim Bull for a second-ranking in doubles. The freshman team has come through as expected and beats Oxy.

Football now?

250-lb. Servit, “He needs football practice!”
250-lb. Weikl, “Let’s get it!”

Why put every team and every last game and how can it be prevented from happening again? Thus is the question that should be answered now, not next fall. Some say that it is lack of hitting, but for once, for once, for once.

Cage wins

Ed Dow and George Patruno didn’t what the Tech basketball team was unable to do all season. They outscored Don Turcott and Jerry Johnson, Whittier, hoop scores, 4 to 2 and 6 to 0 respectively.

Meet again

The two teams play a return engagement tomorrow at Brookside Park. A win by Tech would clinch a second place finish in the standings if Pomona comes through as expected and beats Oxy.

Frosh drop big one

Weymann fans 18

With one of the most miserably hot and humid days in Tournament Park or on any other Turf Day the last two weeks of the moon, the frosh hotheads handed a baseball game and most of the fans to the Redlands Bulldogs last Saturday.

Extra inning contest

The Beavers fared little better at the plate as they garnered only six hits off David and 200 yards with times of 1:46.8, which was established last year by Von Herzen of Caltech.

Frosh 2nd Varsity 4th in S.C.I.C. swim meet

The frosh swimming team, led by Bill Davis, scored 86 points in the All-Conference Swimming Meet at Pomona last Saturday to place second behind Pomona, which had 68 points. Redlands, third, was followed by, with 35, 14, and 4 points, respectively.

Records set

Davis not only won the 200 yard breaststroke in a faster than expected swimming time, but also broke the school frosh records for both 100 yards and 200 yards with times of 1:14:2 and 2:42:4.

Sandalb places

Bill Sandblad placed second in the 220 and 440 yard freestyle. Jim Ball, who plays tennis all week and just shows up for meets, placed third in both the 100 yard breaststroke and 200 yard medley relay. The medley relay team of Johnson, Davis, and Ball and the freestyle relay of Davis, Johnson, Phillips and Kohle each placed second.

Tenth note

The times generally were rather close on the golf team, and he has est on the golf team, and he has est at the plate, Winslow could have chalked up another win, but sev ered Tournament Park tennis courts and upon the venerable All-American courts where the annual SCIAC net tournament will be held. Friday and Saturday some fortyinethe have survived the quaking rounds last week will converge upon the host Techmen.

Athlete of the week

The Athlete of the Week is Ed Dow. Ed is the third man on the Caltech golf team this year, and he has an excellent record for this year’s competition.

Antrey scores

Tech’s lone tally came in the second inning, when Auret walked, went to third on a sacrifice and an error and came home on a wild pitch. The Beavers then turned into a pitcher’s duel after the third inning, both teams going scoreless with deep relievers on the opposite sides. With a little support at the plate, Weymann leading the way, the Techmen rallied in the ninth inning, but big Ray allowed them to make a comeback, ending the chances of a win for the frosh.

Long Hitter

Ed hits a crazy ball, the longest on the team this year. He is also the best left-handed hitter and has already had a daughter!!

Recommendations

Ed is a senior E.E. a member of Tau Beta Pi, 26 years old, 6 feet 2 inches tall, weighs 180, and has served with the Air Force, and he is a graduate of Pomona, where he also attended in golf.

L'Edged

“Why do they do that to make you dizzy?”

“Three. And my name’s Daley.”

White Summer Formal Coat

White Summer Formal Coat

Size 35-10

Color: Best dressed condition

By Ryan E. 15017

LANE JEWELERS JEWELRY AND GIFTS

All Watch Repair

Checkered and Tuned on

AN ELECTRIC TIMING MACHINE

885 EAST COLORADO ST.
SY. 1-2171
Formerly Biner’s

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

We can offer students, pleasant, congenial, remunerative outdoor work in our sales department. If accepted, we will train and guarantee you $55.00 weekly, and during the summer period, we feel confident you can equal the average earnings of $86.00 to $125.00 weekly established by other college employees.

WRITE

MR. JOHN ROURKE

1154 West Vernon Avenue

Los Angeles, California

THE PLACE TO GO FOR BRANDS YOU KNOW

Wool and Cathey’s Men’s Store

459 E. Colorado, Pasadena
Dry, windy conditions seemed to favor the home team, and the Beavers' batting was hampered by the gusts. A few minutes later he was considering the possibility of stealing second when he noticed the second baseman running at him with the ball. When he tried to get back to first, he found the other baseman in his way, also with the ball; so, deciding not to press the matter further, he walked over to the bench and sat down. When the coach asked him about it later, Bob admit­ ted that he had been trying to think for himself and promised never to do it again. The baseballers play their final game of the year Saturday against the visitors from the rival team. The Beavers will be out to revenge an earlier season 2-9 loss. With Winslow back in form and with the knowledge that the Oxy Opy is at bat, the atmosphere should be ripe for an upset.

The baseballers play their final game of the year Saturday against the visitors from the rival team. The Beavers will be out to revenge an earlier season 2-9 loss. With Winslow back in form and with the knowledge that the Oxy Opy is at bat, the atmosphere should be ripe for an upset.


do not want to try a cigarette with a record like this?

1. THE QUALITY CONTRAST between Chesterfield and other leading cigarettes is a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses give an index of good quality for the country's six leading cigarette brands.

The index of good quality table—a ratio of high sugar to low nicotine—shows Chesterfield quality highest . . . 15% higher than its nearest competitor and Chesterfield quality 31% higher than the average of the five other leading brands.